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Order
Posted 15 days ago with 29 member flags

Lecture given by Jack Shulman, President of the American Computer Company, at the
Global Sciences Congress.
Hi, I'm Jack Shulman. I'm the head of the American Computer Company. American
Computer Company is part of the Technology International Group and Bell North America
group of companies. I'm also one of the owners of the group of companies. I've been in
the computer industry for about 28 or 29 years. I've worked for IBM as a professional
services management consultant. I worked on the development of the personal computer
in 1978 for FIT (Fashion Institute of Technology) and Simplicity Patterns, later adopted by
IBM. I developed something called the "pattern creator". That's where we got the term
"PC". Prior to that, I'd developed what you might call the first windowing operating system
in 1975 for Citibank, and before that there were earlier versions I did for a company called
Vydec. I'm a serious computer person - very, very serious - and also someone who's not
generally inclined to leap to great predispositions about any unusual subject.
Well, as it turns out, a few years ago I got my dose of reality. It was in the form of a visit
from a friend of mine. When I was very young I'd got involved in technology, partly by
virtue of the influence of a friend's father. I grew up in central New Jersey, which is
around where AT&T and Bell Labs originated, and my friend's father was the head of Bell
Labs. I ended up at a private school and ended up living at the household of the head of
Bell Labs, going to that private school and going to college with his son as a roommate,
and I kind of grew up around the various projects at Bell Laboratories in the late 1960s
and early 1970s.
I'd always held out that AT&T was this rather magnificent institution. Anybody here
worked for AT&T in the past? So, you know when I say Bell Labs research, I'm speaking
Holy Grail; and in certain parts of the defence community and in government I'm also
speaking Holy Grail. Anyone here realise that AT&T and Bell Laboratories ran our nuclear
arsenal for 45 years? Anybody who knows that, raise your hand. Not a one of you. I didn't
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really even know until a little bit later in my career, but I knew something strange was
going on because it always seemed to me that AT&T always had what it needed to make
innovations in technology, and subsequently such technology would migrate to an IBM or
a Sarnoff Research or to an RCA.
And I could never really figure out, in the course of my young life, who were these
magnificent, incredible scientists, other than that I frequently met them...like a fellow by
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the name of William Shockley. He was quite a frequent friend to Jack Morton's household,

Cloning of ancient trees

and I knew him, and I knew some of the other folks that he knew, like a fellow by the
name of - well, I guess not too many people would know him - Bob Noyce, and Jack Kilby
who was an acquaintance of theirs, and so forth. These names, if you've ever worked for
AT&T or in the electronics industry, are also Holy Grail names. These are Mount
Rushmores of the technology industry. Jack Kilby is credited with the invention of the
integrated circuit.
I was rather shocked when, about late 1995, a dear friend came to me. He was at one
time one of the very well known generals in the Pentagon, a member of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, and is now a consultant. I'd known him a very long time through the Morton family
and Bell and when working for IBM. He asked me to analyse some documents that he had
in his possession. He showed me some pictures. I kind of turned up my nose. I said, "I
don't believe this." He suggested they were pictures of an alien craft. I said to him, "Well,
why do you come to me and ask me this?" "Because there are some documents that fell
into my possession that I would also like you to see, that go beyond these drawings, these
pictures, these photographs, that describe some technology; and I would like you to
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analyse this technology and make a determination for me of the veracity of these
documents, help me to authenticate them." I said, "Fine. I don't believe this is real. I'm
sceptical. I don't believe in aliens, I don't believe in UFOs, I don't believe in any of that."
And he said, "Okay, well, I'd still want you to take a look at them, Jack." And I agreed.
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I met with him at his home. I met a woman by the name of Mrs Jeffrey Proscauer. That's
not her real name, but it's the name she goes by; she does not want her true identity
revealed. And I got a chance to piece and look through some 28 boxes of materials that
had come from Western Electric Laboratories in the late 1940s, 1947, early 1948 and
beyond, and some subsequent documents.
Now again, if you've ever worked for AT&T, you know that the laboratories at Bell
Laboratories are often quite distinct, and the documentation from a laboratory is kept in
an ongoing, growing tome called a "Lab Shopkeeper's Notebook". It turns out that even in
the super-secret laboratories, the ones in the part of Western Electric or Bell Laboratories
that manage the nuclear arsenal, these notebooks are kept, and they grow and they're
ongoing and they become almost like a living representation of what that laboratory did
for a living.
Well, such as it is, I was rather shocked at what I had to see there in these boxes of
materials, and I convinced them to let me look at them over the course of about threeand-a-half weeks. They were kept at the consultant's house during that time period, and
he actually kept a security guard with them at all times because he was afraid that
someone might come and steal them. Now of course, I wasn't sure why he was afraid,
because at the time I didn't realise the full magnitude of what I was looking at.
In any event, after about two or three weeks of looking at them, I came back to him and
we sat down over what turned out to be a Christmas Eve dinner, and I said to him: "I've
got to tell you something. I'm having a real problem with this because what you're
showing me looks like technology that we have not yet developed, that humanity has not
yet developed, yet the documents you're showing me appear to be forty-eight, forty-nine
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I suggested to him that before I could proceed I would have to have someone verify the
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age, carbon-date or come up with some other means to verify the age of the documents,
and he agreed. So, with the help of a mutual acquaintance - a private investigator
formerly with the Justice Department - we were able to take fragments of the documents
without damaging them.
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We sent them to an expert who formerly consulted for Scotland Yard; he's a fairly well
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known forensic expert at...I believe it's the University of Edinburgh in Scotland today; he
was at a different university at the time. He analysed these fragments of these documents
for me, and came back and told me that the ink, the paper, even the presentations were
valid; that this was in fact a book or series of books from the 1947, '48, '49, 1950 time
period. That took him about four and a half weeks of analysis, and I was for four and a
half weeks, as you can imagine, holding my breath.
The things that I saw described in this Lab Shopkeeper's Notebook consisted of things that
today would be more powerful than the Intel Pentium processor, for instance, or the Cray
supercomputer. There were communications devices that were described; there were
ways to sandwich-in very, very thin, micrometre-thin layers; special metals to produce
moving parts for things like...from the descriptions that I read, the nearest thing I could
describe...an anti-gravity propulsion unit for a spacecraft. They included dynamic
electronic and power-control technology that even to this day we have not yet developed.
They included communications technology that was described only as having been taken
from an object of unknown or unearthly origin. The documents were very carefully worded
not to reveal what was, in reality, in these boxes of materials.
I was sort of at a loss at that juncture, because even though we had forensic information
at the time from this particular forensic expert that would date these boxes back to the
late '40s, and even though they said "Western Electric, Bell Laboratories", part of them
said something called "Z-Division" on them. We knew of the Z-Division: it was a segment
of the United States Army, formed in 1947 and 1948. The implications were that this
project was operating on the fringes of the nuclear bomb development project - then
known as the Manhattan Project Group.
It turns out that in 1947 - between '47 and actually late '48 - Harry Truman decided he
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was going to grant a contract to AT&T to go through the overseeing and management of
our nuclear arsenal and the commercialisation of derived product technologies from the
nuclear bomb, from the bomb project: the physics, the electronics, the control systems,
even the ballistics, the radar that was used, the ICBM technology that was under
development in the late '40s after we got a hold of the V-series rockets from the Nazis,
and so forth. The contract was inked by Truman in early 1949, if I recall correctly, but
during the prior two-year period there was an informal relationship, during which AT&T
played a greater and greater role in the organisation of super-secret military
weapons-grade projects for the federal government and eventually got pretty much
control of what was then known as the Z-Division.
Z-Division, believe it or not, originated in Roswell, New Mexico. I guess the reason is, that
is where the original nuclear bomb armada was formed - the first bomber wing that
carried the nuclear bomb - and it migrated over to Kirtland Air Force Base during the time
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period when Orlando Lawrence, the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories fellow, was called in.
He was called in by Teller, Oppenheimer...all those folks responsible for the nuclear
bomb...Leo Szwilard. Lawrence was called in at the time because he could make
accelerators, or "cyclotrons" as they were known at the time. Those cyclotrons were
capable of refining uranium, refining plutonium...well, actually, back then, they weren't
working with plutonium but with uranium.
I guess you could imagine what it must have been like in the time period. They were in
the middle of a war when they were building the nuclear bombs and they had to do
everything secretly, so this Z-Division was created with super-secrecy as its fundamental
core.
Ultimately Lawrence was called in because they had to build enough of an accelerator to
refine enough uranium to make the bomb possible, and, in spite of all the greatest minds
of nuclear physics assigned to the Z-Division in the Manhattan Project, none of them could
figure out how to refine enough uranium to make the nuclear bomb a possibility. This was
before the first bomb was exploded. So Lawrence was brought in because he knew how to
make a cyclotron; but his cyclotron, the biggest one he'd ever created, was about the size
of this white board over here, and it could produce about a thimbleful of refined uranium which would have been about enough to make a nuclear bomb capable of blowing off your
left foot.
In any event, Lawrence one day is called in and he's asked: "How do we build a cyclotron
big enough?" He makes a few calculations and hands a requisition order to Harold
Ackerman - today a federal judge, and who was the chief supply clerk for the Manhattan
Project - to requisition enough silver to build a big silver racetrack; something like 12
million tons of silver. In fact, he took it to the United States Treasury, handed it to the
then Secretary of the Treasury - I guess it was Morganthal - and Morganthal was asked to
fill a 12-million-ton order, which also necessitated the relocation of Z-Division to some
place where they could put all this silver and build this racetrack.
We decided one day at American Computer Company that we were going to be brave. I
talked with my board and I talked with some of the people at the company and they
agreed. "Yeah, we can try this; let's see what happens."
We decided that we were going to take the story that had been conveyed to me about this
unusual Shopkeeper's Notebook with these unusual technological artifacts in them, and
naively and blithely put a panel on the Internet, describing in black and white and colour
what we had found, and raise the question. However, the picture that we put up was a
picture of Testor's model of the so-called Roswell Lander. It's a picture of what looks like a
spacecraft with wings and a jet propulsion system, with a pod in the front to hold alien
occupants who were piloting it. We superimposed the picture over an image from the
Thunder Range - of course, we picked the wrong place; the Plains of San Agustin was the
right place, actually - and we put a little bit of rhetoric on this panel and just placed it
right in the middle of our American Computer Company website.
Now that probably was the stupidest thing we ever did. Here's this picture of a Roswell
alien lander sitting on a panel in the middle of a computer company website, and on it it
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said something like: "Did AT&T receive stolen alien technologies from the US Government
in 1947 and thereby invent the transistor, the laser, the integrated circuit, and...on and
on and on...different technologies?" Well, we figured the reaction we would get from the
public would be one of, "Oh gee, isn't that cute? That's funny, X-Files, you know..." The
reaction we got was not one we had anticipated.
Three days after we placed the image onto our website, we received a very strange series
of military faxes to our tech support fax machine, referring to a piece of hardware known
as "Sky Station". Anybody ever hear of anything called Sky Station? Never heard of it,
have you? Well, it's up there. It's an orbital platform of some kind. We were receiving live
messages from Sky Station for a day or two and we decided this wasn't right; we were
going to call the Pentagon and tell them about it.
So I picked up the phone and first I called Fort Monmouth; then I called down to Langley
Air Force Base. They wanted to know, "Why are you calling Langley Air Force Base?" Well,
where else would I call about a satellite that's sending messages to our fax machine...talk
about sounding strange...that say this satellite is about to crash, it's coming down, its
communications systems are breaking down. Well, finally we got to somebody who was of
authority. It was Colonel James that we got to, and he gets on the phone with me...I'm in
my car, on my car phone...and he says: "Mr Shulman, please secure these faxes. Do not
let anyone see them. We'll take care of it. We'll let you know what to do with the faxes."
It's like...the military goes silent.
That next day our offices were broken into. Our front door was smashed, our glass was
smashed to smithereens all over the place, and everything was taken out of the file
cabinets in our offices. My office was a wreck when I got in there. It was awful. We came
in the next day to work and it was like: what happened, what happened?
I had these faxes in my briefcase. I'd taken them with me, home. So apparently, by not
leaving them there, I probably worsened the situation. It might have been better if I'd left
them there, to be frank; if they'd found them and had just come and arrested us, taken
us away. They were top level, five-level clearance. We're not supposed to even see or
even know such a thing, but inadvertently, as a result, we became aware of the fact that
there's an orbital DSP [Defense Space Platform], called Sky Station, which is nuclearhardened and equipped to carry nuclear weapons, because it was described in these
faxes.
It is not a very pleasant place to be, to discover that now, here we are at the end of the
Cold War with an agreement that there will be no nuclear weapons in space in orbit, and
there is apparently a platform up there that the United States secretly put up back in the
'60s or '70s or '80s, that's equipped; it's nuclear-hardened, it's one of the Star Wars SDI
series, based on Spacelab, equipped to handle and carry nuclear weapons.
So now, not only did we have a picture of an alleged alien craft on our website, talking
about alien technologies being transferred to AT&T, but we also were in possession of very
high level, Level Five, Top Secret security clearance military faxes describing something
called Sky Station.
That week we had visits from the Air Force Office of Special Investigations. They came up
and they interviewed us. They put me through a day-long third degree. We didn't want it
happening in the middle of our customers coming in and seeing us or selling personal
computers and servers, so I took them to an out-of-the-way part of the office, down the
hall, down the elevator to a little office downstairs, and I got a query about everything
just short of...well, it included my shoe size, when I was born, names of parents, names
of grandparents, when they entered the country, driver's licence number. They went
through a Q&A with me and with my staff, that just came short of asking me the wrong
question - if you know what I mean.
We were very startled, naturally. We weren't certain what in fact was going on, but we're
not ones to back down at American Computer so we decided that instead of running for
cover and taking the picture down off of our website...because we kind of connected that
the two things might have something to do with each other...instead of backing down and
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turning it all off, we would go the other direction. So we moved the picture to a separate
section of our website and created an entire website within our website, called American
Computer Company Special Investigation. This is what happens when you grow up in New
Jersey! Of course, we couldn't have rubbed salt into a deeper wound: "Some have claimed
that alien technology was found on board a UFO crashed in Roswell, 1947. Very dramatic.
Is it true? Did the US military discover something strange in the desert near Albuquerque,
New Mexico? Did they alter human history? Was the transistor one of those alien marvels?
Click here for the original story."
We tried to be a little cute. We put up a picture, and if you go to our website it's still
there. If you go to our main website, accpc.com..., at the bottom of the page is a nav
bar with a pointer in the middle of the corporate info products, catalogue, features, tech
support, Roswell 1947, help. You can go to that link and click on it and it'll take you to this
special page which, of course, has now grown tremendously. It has something like, we
estimate, about 9,000 messages and articles now stored within it. We started off on one
Internet server and moved it to five Internet servers, and now we are on one of our
super-servers which consists of four groups of four Pentium XEONs and three different
service-provider carriers and a whole lot of communications just to handle the load.

reply posted on 17-6-2004 @ 12:14 PM by mpeake

We tried to be a little cute. We put up a picture, and if you go to our website it's still there. If
you go to our main website, accpc.com..., at the bottom of the page is a nav bar with a
pointer in the middle of the corporate info products, catalogue, features, tech support,
Roswell 1947, help.

I don't see it...any know get this to work?

reply posted on 17-6-2004 @ 12:38 PM by gzhpcu

mpeake (and others),
It does not work (been removed for some time). However, you can find a link which
works here:
(prepare yourself mentally....)
Roswell -> Transistor?

1 simple rule to making a fortune
overnight...

Do not buy until you read this 4
week study on the results of using
the E-Cigarette to quit smoking.

This one simple sleeping device
may save your life...

Olathe - Nature's secret weapon for
joint relief...

reply posted on 30-7-2004 @ 06:49 PM by Mr A
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reply posted on 31-7-2004 @ 11:31 AM by porky1981

Interesting read, pictures, etc.. but I am a little confused.
WHAT ARE THESE PICTURES OF, FROM???? I don't see any explaination in this
post, I simply see schematics of a UFO.
You refer to 'letter's containing glyphs from ET's??? where, I don't see these. Also
the Sun will undergo a NOVA? confusing.

[edit on 113131p://272731 by porky1981]

reply posted on 31-7-2004 @ 12:37 PM by Mr A

those drawing show how a UFO, might Work with Earths Teachnology. in order to
understand those drawing and meaning you must be sciectivic person. some guy
drawed those up and made a detile info about the technology i heard that the us
gov has already build one which is based similer to those drawing. sourse unknown.
i just got a letter from some guy in nellies. explaing the what it is. but its pretty
short. anyways just thought would be nice to post it here so every 1 could see it.

reply posted on 17-5-2005 @ 08:25 PM by Father Daniel

While this topic seems to be nearly a year old, hopefully the original poster is still
around. I am wanting to look at the web pages of "UFOphysics" you mentioned.
As you see from my User-name, I am a priest, however, before I became a priest, I
studied physics. I have a PhD in quantum physics, and studied "normal" (Newtonian
and Einsteinian) physics quite a bit as well.
Besides the knowledge of physics, I also have an open mind, and a belief that alien
creatures very well could exist.
From a religious angle the Bible states that God created the heavens and the Earth,
but does not say what in the heavens he created. Further, there is nothing that
says that He had to stop creating after resting on that seventh "day". I also believe
that there is no reason God MUST do miracles instead of using the normal physical
laws of the universe. Why can't religion and physics go hand in hand? So I keep an
open mind.
If you let me know what the "UFOphysics" information is, (where to find it) I may
be able to tell if it either does have a basis in fact or does not.
Thank you :]
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reply posted on 19-5-2005 @ 02:56 PM by Divergence

Hello Father, well met.
Perhaps the best (IMO) information related to UFO physics can be found at Tom
Bearden's website. www.cheniere.org
Bearden comes off as a bit of a 'chicken little', please don't be discouraged by his
ravings, I believe all true genius can be characterized as eccentric.
If you are truly interested in quantum theory I suggest the following link Grand
Unified Field Theory, M.W. Evans.
I am very much impressed by your open mindedness, given your background as
you describe it, and I would greatly appreciate your thoughts on these theories.
We could start a new thread, if you wish, to discuss this very interesting topic.

reply posted on 9-10-2008 @ 10:39 AM by Anonymous ATS

reply posted on 9-10-2008 @ 07:58 PM by Aspie

Am I missing something here? because every time there is a post by an Anonymous
ATS I can't see that post.
This post has been dragged up from 2005 by an Anonymous ATS and yet again the
last post before mine is not there.

reply posted on 9-10-2008 @ 08:27 PM by Bob Down Under

Originally posted by gzhpcu
mpeake (and others),
It does not work (been removed for some time). However, you can find a link which works
here:
(prepare yourself mentally....)

Roswell -> Transistor?

Could you point me to that link as I just cant see it?
Thanks

reply posted on 9-10-2008 @ 09:40 PM by Deson

Originally posted by Aspie
Am I missing something here? because every time there is a post by an Anonymous ATS I
can't see that post.
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This post has been dragged up from 2005 by an Anonymous ATS and yet again the last
post before mine is not there.

Aspie, From what I understand anonymous posts are held back until a mod can
review it and if it meets with requirements then it's posted. I've had similar things
happen just give it some time.
Bob down under, The link is an old one from a site that no longer exists.
This might be of help.
Likewise this
Hopefully this as well

reply posted on 9-10-2008 @ 10:00 PM by Bob Down Under

Originally posted by Deson
Originally posted by Aspie
Am I missing something here? because every time there is a post by an Anonymous ATS I can't see that post.
This post has been dragged up from 2005 by an Anonymous ATS and yet again the last post before mine is not
there.

Aspie, From what I understand anonymous posts are held back until a mod can review it
and if it meets with requirements then it's posted. I've had similar things happen just give it
some time.
Bob down under, The link is an old one from a site that no longer exists.

This might be of help.
Likewise this
Hopefully this as well

Thanks Deson I will have a good read up

reply posted on 10-10-2008 @ 08:23 AM by Aspie

Thanks for the help Bob
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reply posted on 10-10-2008 @ 08:52 AM by Clear

Hmm, I can't view any links connected to the ops post (well they don't work). There
was talk about pictures and schematics (ufo) of sorts, I'd really like to see them.
Thanks in advance~

reply posted on 10-10-2008 @ 10:14 AM by TeslaandLyne

Aliens didn't need transistors... they use their mind.
Which people should use when looking at this thread.
More CIA science bunk.

reply posted on 10-10-2008 @ 12:00 PM by kidflash2008

reply to post by AboveTopSecret.com

I like how Stanton Friedman puts it in his book "Flying Saucers and Science":
Imagine during the time of Columbus someone giving a nuclear submarine to the
scientists of the day and telling them "how does this work". They would not know
where to begin. The same is true if one has found a ship that is thousands or
millions of years beyond our advancement.

reply posted on 10-10-2008 @ 12:09 PM by TeslaandLyne

Stanton Friedman didn't sound like he knew very much in this
interview:
Date / Time: 9/5/2008 12:00 PM
The UFO Town Meeting!
This show will deal with the UFO enigma andwhat the truth is. I will have on my
show guests such as Dennis Balthaser, Stanton Friedman, and others pro and con
that will show how the UFO Enigma has effected us in the world today!
www.blogtalkradio.com...

Gravity is local, so anti gravity is too weak for interstellar Aliens to
even approach the earth. He repeats everything from the CIA bunk
science book. Back to the drawing board to come up with new bunk
to publish.

reply posted on 19-9-2010 @ 01:17 PM by TampaDave

reply to post by mpeake
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Here is a link to an archive of the site accpc.com
web.archive.org...://accpc.com/index.html
This is a picture of the site as it existed in 1999.05.02.
Within the archive, you can follow the links, see the photos, etc,
Here is a list of archives of the ACCPC site,
web.archive.org...*/accpc.com...
You will see there were many archivals that include this URL, but I have looked at
several, and so far I have found only mid-1999 sites that have the link mentioned,
with the photo of the "landing craft" and other UFO info.
I did find one version with "cuteness" in it:
web.archive.org...://www.accpc.com/
This is, remember, the home page of a computer company. There is a red box in
the middle of the page that says "Aliens Make Us Build Them".
2 points here: (1) you can go read the articles at these archives, (2) This partially
validates the story in this original posting, (3) remember that you can find most
"lost" websites here and this is a great resource for all researchers, and (4) don't
trust anyone who can't count. :-)
Best to all, remember that living together in harmony is a larger goal than keeping
your own nest feathered.

reply posted on 19-9-2010 @ 01:21 PM by TampaDave

reply to post by Clear

I have posted a link that allows you to see the info regarding the UFO technology. It
should be easily found within this topic stream.
Best wishes,
Tampa Dave
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The Above Network, LLC, 1997 - 2009
You are free:
to copy, distribute, display, and perform the material
Under the following conditions:
Attribution. You must attribute authorship of the work to "SimonGray;
a member of AboveTopSecret.com", and include the title of the
message thread, Terms And Conditions Of Use; and this full link URL
to the post: http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread6688
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individual owners of the linked artwork.)
Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.
This includes display on any website that contains advertising, accepts
member donations, or any other form of monetary compensation. Display
must be open to the general web browsing public with no access
restrictions.

No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build upon this
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Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from The Above
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